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“Trilux Fidesca - The synonym for perfect light 

and maximum safety in clean rooms.”
Franz-Eugen Grawe, Director Research and Development
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The sun is the source of life. Its influence, however, extends far beyond instilling life. Its light affects well-being,

moods and health – it makes us happy and gives us unforgettable moments. Its influence on people is immeasurable.

These positive effects of natural light serve as a benchmark for us in everything we do. And thanks to the latest 

technology and intelligent lighting solutions, we are now able to create artificial light that does more than just illuminate

an area. We produce light that brings everything within the realm of possibility and which makes the fascinating

effect of natural light more accessible than ever before.

Light does more than simply illuminate things.

That's why we create more than just light.
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A smart design includes a balanced

interplay of inspired styling, superior

materials and excellent workmanship.

If the design is to offer more than 

just beauty, i.e. timelessness, aesthetics,

or perfection, it must interact with 

its surroundings. 

Subtly and harmoniously accentuating 

and completing an architectural vision

in terms of a holistic room concept.

Each and every TRILUX luminaire

is designed with this principle in mind. 

Resulting in a design that allows our

TRILUX luminaires to have an incredibly

positive influence on the entire room.

Just like the light that they create.A good design is subtle
and yet unforgettable.
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Not only at the desks 
of our engineers.

The effect that light has on people is tremendous. Our life form has evolved over millions of years to adapt to the natural course 

of the day. Light colour and intensity affect our well-being and our ability to concentrate. Nowadays, we are able to leverage this 

effect more than ever before thanks to countless TRILUX technologies. With innovations like our revolutionary UXP-Technology®

or the premium PerfectPrism and CDP optical systems, it is possible to provide the ideal lighting for people in every situation 

and environment. The effect: an office luminaire from TRILUX not only illuminates rooms but ideas as well. 

Light from TRILUX inspires.
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TRILUX light follows good architecture.Good architecture follows a vision.

Like good light, which provides far more than just illumination, architecture is much more than rooms in which to live. 

Architecture can inspire and astonish. Whether living quarters, work areas or showrooms, architecture is nothing if 

it is not presented in the right light. Optimum lighting is indispensable if the allure of a room is to evolve completely. 

The RWE Tower in Dortmund, the European Parliament in Strasbourg or the Atatürk International Airport in Istanbul are 

only 3 examples of interesting buildings that have become impressive structures thanks to TRILUX lighting solutions.
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New light for clean rooms

Only one thing outstrips the international requirements on clean rooms: 

the standards of Fidesca's designer's on the quality of their products.

Today, customers really benefit from TRILUX's many years of experience in the area of clean room lighting. 

After all, only someone who knows the complex requirements for clean room luminaires is able to satisfy them. 

Be it operating theatres or food processing industry; be it for the production of microchips or in the 

pharmaceutical industry, TRILUX offers the ideal solution for all clean room areas. 

From modest standards on hygiene through to the most stringent requirements for cleanliness – the 

TRILUX Fidesca series always has the perfect solution to offer. Perfect, not least, because we set the same 

demanding standards for clean room luminaires as for all other areas: delivering new light in the best 

quality and workmanship.
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TRILUX Fidesca – Highlights

Why the TRILUX Fidesca is not a standard solution? Because it exceeds the standards.

What does a luminaire need to be perfectly suited to clean rooms? First, they must be resistant 

to mechanical destruction – for instance, glass splinters do not belong in a clean room. No less 

important is an easy-to-clean surface that is impervious to cleaning agents.

With the three different versions of TRILUX Fidesca Basic, Standard and Premium, TRILUX delivers 

luminaires that offer everything, for every type of clean room. For instance, all three are equipped 

with easy-to-clean surface materials. In addition the TRILUX Fidesca Standard and Premium offer 

high-quality laminated safety glass (LSG), which cannot splinter. What does it show: The TRILUX 

Fidesca is as diverse as the requirements they must fulfil.
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TRILUX Fidesca Premium

Highest standards for lighting clean rooms.

For maximum clean room quality this luminaire has it all, be it as recessed or surface-mounted luminaire: 

The adjustable reflector allows for maximum freedom of illumination thanks to its control and focussing function. 

Made of laminated safety glass with IP 65 protection rating, the cover offers maximum safety and is virtually 

completely bacteria-proof. Wherever you need it, the TRILUX Fidesca Premium fulfils all the demanding 

requirements of a clean room.
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C0-C180

T5

Multi-Lamp electronic 
control gear 
Electronic control gear 
in Multi-Lamp technology 
allows for operation 
of T5 lamps with different
wattages.

Reference Control gear options  Lamps

Clean-room luminaires with adjustable louvre RV

Recommended areas

Damp or corrosive environments and clean rooms with 

increased hygienic requirements, e.g. labs, operating theatres,

zones adjacent to operating theatres and intensive care units.

Can be installed as recessed luminaires in combination with 

a mounting frame in cut-out recess openings.

Optical system

Specular reflectors RV with symmetrical light distribution,

made of reflection-intensifying aluminium, individually adjust-

able for each lamp by up to +/- 30° from vertical. An optical

system positioned under the T5 fluorescent lamp serves to 

eliminate glare and optimises the luminaire's light output ratio.

Luminaire cover made of highly-resistant laminated safety

glass, stylish fine-grained surface for eliminating uncontrolled

reflections when using laser technology. 

Resistant to disinfectants and UV radiation, with white-coated

steel frame, safely retained without frame by means of internal

spring-tensioned clips in the luminaire body.

Luminaire body

Powder-coated sheet steel, white, with gear tray that can be

mechanically and electrically released.

Electrical connection

Luminaires supplied ready for connection, prepared for 

separate electric circuits per lamp. Each luminaire has 2 cable

glands for mains supply and further wiring. Other cable glands

available as accessories.

Control gear options

Suitable also for areas with infra-red controls.
...E With electronic control gear.

···28/54··· and ···35/49··· in Multi-Lamp technology allow 

for use of T5 lamps with different wattages.
...ED With dimmable electronic control gear with 

1-10 V interface.
...1 x ED External lamp circuits with electronic control gear, 

internal lamp circuit with dimmable electronic control gear 

with 1-10 V interface.

Fidesca-PM RV 235/49
UTE: 0,70 C
DIN 5040: A50
CIBSE: BZ 4/1.25/BZ 3
NBN L 14-002: BZ 3

TOC L D 
···E ···ED W mm mm kg

Fidesca-PM RV 228/54··· 52 598··· ···04 2 x 28/54 1248 1188 13,4
Fidesca-PM RV 254··· 52 600··· ···05 2 x 54 1248 1188 13,6
Fidesca-PM RV 235/49··· 52 599··· ···04 ···05 2 x 35/49 1548 1488 16,6
Fidesca-PM RV 280··· 52 601··· ···04 2 x 80 1548 1488 16,8

Fidesca-PM RV 328/54··· 52 602··· ···04 3 x 28/54 1248 1188 17,9
Fidesca-PM RV 354 1x··· 52 605··· ···05 3 x 54 1248 1188 18,0
Fidesca-PM RV 354··· 52 606··· ···05 3 x 54 1248 1188 18,2
Fidesca-PM RV 335/49··· 52 603··· ···04 ···05 3 x 35/49 1548 1488 20,7
Fidesca-PM RV 349 1x··· 52 604··· ···05 3 x 49 1548 1488 20,8
Fidesca-PM RV 380··· 52 607··· ···04 3 x 80 1548 1488 20,7

654d IP65a 6 Joule, 960 °C   o$
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Mounting frame planning software (see enclosed CD ROM)
With the aid of mounting frames, Fidesca PM series luminaires can be installed 
as individual luminaires or as non-interrupted continuous lines or as rectangular
configurations in suspended false ceilings. The mounting frames are made of 
extruded aluminium profiles powder-coated in white and completely pre-mounted
with fixing brackets and spacers. Only angle mounting frames are packed with 
separate profile legs on one side and can be easily screwed together on site. 
Simple configuration including parts list with the software tool “TX-WIN Clean
Room“. Download at www.trilux.eu.

Green light insert for minimally 
invasive surgery
1 pc., for special lamps TC-S 9/66.

Reference

Cable glands
M25, 2 pcs.

Reference

Vacuum plug
1 pc., for removing the glass cover.

Reference

Emergency light insert
1 pc., emergency light insert for 
TC-SEL 7 (not shown).

Reference

Accessories Fidesca PM Accessories Mounting frames

TOC
Fidesca-PM ZGL TC9 L 43 621 00

TOC
Fidesca-PM ZM25 47 007 00

TOC
Fidesca-PM ZSG 43 797 00

TOC
Fidesca-PM ZNL TC7 E 52 597 00
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TRILUX Fidesca Standard

For rooms, where nothing but perfection is called for.

Complete with a cover made of laminated safety glass giving an IP 65 protection rating, the TRILUX Fidesca 

Standard offers the best conditions for use in laboratories, intensive care rooms and operating theatres. 

They are also designed as recessed luminaires, both for all common ceiling modules and for gypsum plaster 

ceilings with cut-out openings – thus offering the optimum sealing of ceiling void. The TRILUX Fidesca 

Standard is ideally suited for all rooms where cleanliness and hygiene are of the highest order. Where a 

simple and uncomplicated solution is appreciated.
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C0-C180

C0-C180

T8

Reference Control gear options Lamps Module Recess opening 

Recessed clean-room luminaires with specular reflector SB

Recommended areas

Damp or corrosive environments and clean rooms with 

increased hygienic requirements, e.g. operating theatres, 

zones adjacent to operating theatres and intensive care 

units, production sites for food processing industry and 

microelectronics.

Universal luminaire system for ceilings with concealed or 

exposed grids and for ceilings with cut-out recess openings.

Optionally available with mounting frame for recess openings.

Optical system

Luminaire cover made of highly-resistant laminated safety

glass with white-coated aluminium frame. Resistant to 

disinfectants and intensive UV radiation. Internal spring-

tensioned contact clips automatically provide earth continuity. 
...SB... With highly-specular, anodised reflectors for 

wide-angle light distribution.

Luminaire body

Fully galvanised sheet steel, powder-coated in white, with 

4 swivel brackets for luminaire fixing. Durable sealing of 

ceiling void against dust and moisture thanks to surrounding 

foamed polyurethane seal.

Control gear options
...E With electronic control gear.
...ED With dimmable electronic control gear with 

1-10 V interface.

TOC 
···E ···ED W mm mm kg

Fidesca-SD 300 SB 236··· 52 584··· ···04 ···05 2 x 36 300 1176 x 278 10,0
Fidesca-SD 300 SB 258··· 52 585··· ···04 ···05 2 x 58 300 1476 x 278 12,5
Fidesca-SD 600 SB 336··· 52 588··· ···04 ···05 3 x 36 600 1176 x 578 16,9

Fidesca-SD 312 SB 236··· 52 576··· ···04 ···05 2 x 36 312,5 1226 x 291 10,6
Fidesca-SD 312 SB 258··· 52 589··· ···04 ···05 2 x 58 312,5 1526 x 291 13,1
Fidesca-SD 625 SB 336··· 52 580··· ···04 ···05 3 x 36 625 1226 x 603 17,9
Fidesca-SD 625 SB 358··· 52 581··· ···04 ···05 3 x 58 625 1526 x 603 25,3

Fidesca-SD 312 SB 258
UTE: 0,63 D 
DIN 5040: A40
CIBSE: BZ 5/.75/BZ 4
NBN L 14-002: BZ 4/4/BZ 3

Fidesca-SD 625 SB 358
UTE: 0,67 C 
DIN 5040: A50
CIBSE: BZ 1
NBN L 14-002: BZ 2

654d IP65a 10 Joule, 960 °C  
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C0-C180

C0-C180

C0-C180

T8
TC

Recessed clean-room luminaires with highly-specular parabolic louvre RPV

Reference Control gear options Lamps Module Recess opening 

Recommended areas

Damp or corrosive environments and clean rooms with 

increased hygienic requirements, e.g. operating theatres, 

zones adjacent to operating theatres and intensive care 

units, production sites for food processing industry and 

microelectronics.

Recommended also for DSE applications.

Universal luminaire system for ceilings with concealed or 

exposed grids and for ceilings with cut-out recess openings.

Optionally available with mounting frame for recess openings.

Optical system

Luminaire cover made of highly-resistant laminated safety

glass with white-coated aluminium frame. Resistant to 

disinfectants and intensive UV radiation. Internal spring-

tensioned contact clips automatically provide earth continuity.

Highly-specular parabolic louvre RPV

Internal, highly-specular. Suitable for DSE applications 

in accordance with EN 12464-1 due to limited luminance 

L 1000 cd/m2 at reference angle above 65° all-round. Louvre

made of anodised aluminium with a surface purity of 99.98 %.

Luminaire body

Fully galvanised sheet steel, powder-coated in white, with 

4 swivel brackets for luminaire fixing. Durable sealing of 

ceiling void against dust and moisture thanks to surrounding 

foamed polyurethane seal.

Control gear options
...E With electronic control gear.
...ED With dimmable electronic control gear 

with 1-10 V interface.

654d IP65a 10 Joule, 960 °C   

TOC 
···E ···ED W mm mm kg

Fidesca-SD 300 RPV 236··· 52 582··· ···04 ···05 2 x 36 300 1176 x 278 10,4
Fidesca-SD 300 RPV 258··· 52 583··· ···04 ···05 2 x 58 300 1476 x 278 12,9
Fidesca-SD 600 RPV 318··· 52 586··· ···04 ···05 3 x 18 600 578 x 578 10,0
Fidesca-SD 600 RPV 336··· 52 587··· ···04 ···05 3 x 36 600 1176 x 578 17,5

Fidesca-SD 312 RPV 236··· 52 574··· ···04 ···05 2 x 36 312,5 1226 x 291 11,0
Fidesca-SD 312 RPV 258··· 52 575··· ···04 ···05 2 x 58 312,5 1526 x 291 13,5
Fidesca-SD 625 RPV 318··· 52 577··· ···04 ···05 3 x 18 625 603 x 603 10,5
Fidesca-SD 625 RPV 336··· 52 578··· ···04 ···05 3 x 36 625 1226 x 603 18,5
Fidesca-SD 625 RPV 358··· 52 579··· ···04 ···05 3 x 58 625 1526 x 603 22,8
Fidesca-SD 625 RPV 3TCL36··· 44 012··· ···04 ···05 3 x TC-L36 625 603 x 603 11,8

Fidesca-SD 312 RPV 258
UTE: 0,54 B
DIN 5040: A50
CIBSE: BZ 2
NBN L 14-002: 
BZ 2/1.25/BZ 1

Fidesca-SD 625 RPV 318
UTE: 0,59 C
DIN 5040: A50
CIBSE: BZ 2
NBN L 14-002: BZ 2

Fidesca-SD 625 RPV 358
UTE: 0,62 C
DIN 5040: A50
CIBSE: BZ 3/.75/BZ 2
NBN L 14-002: BZ 2
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max. 56 mm max. 56 mm max. 56 mm

Exposed grids
Fidesca-SD luminaires are supported
on the grids by means of swivel
brackets. 
The underside of the luminaires 
covers approx. half of the width of the
grid profile.

Concealed grids
Luminaires are mounted in same 
manner as in ceilings with exposed
grids. The luminaires and the 
surrounding ceiling tiles cover the 
grids towards the room.

Ceilings with cut-out openings
The luminaires are supported on 
the grids of the ceiling tiles by means 
of swivel brackets. 
The surrounding luminaire rim covers
the saw cut.

Sealing towards the ceiling void
Weather-proof recessed luminaires 
with flush-fitted cover and sealing 
towards the ceiling void are intended 
for use in areas with higher air-purity
requirements.

Fidesca-SD luminaires are fastened
using f4 integrated swivel brackets, 
observing the degree of protection.

Fixing accessories
For mounting in metal case ceilings
with clamping profiles that are parallel
to the luminaire front planes.
1 set (2 pieces) angle brackets.

Reference

Plug-in socket
For Fidesca-SD...SB... and Fidesca-SD
600 (625) RPV..., for permanent and
stand-by operation, consisting of a
green socket E14 for tubular incandes-
cent lamps or compact fluorescent
lamps with integrated electronic control
gear. Lamp rating max. 25 W, lamp 
diameter max. 30 mm. Including stain-
less steel clamps for attachment to 
louvre lateral reflectors, 2-pole connec-
tion terminal for cable or wiring of up 
to 2.5 mm2 on selfadhesive clamp 
support and connection wiring with
plug-in coupling.

Reference

Individual battery systems
For Fidesca-SD...SB... and Fidesca-SD
600 (625) RPV..., for stand-by operation,
consisting of one socket 2G7 for 
compact fluorescent lamps TC-EL 11 W.
Including stainless steel clamps for 
attachment to louvre lateral reflectors,
single supply unit with sealed high-
temperature nickel-cadmium accumu-
lators and connection wiring with 
plug-in coupling. Nominal operation
time 3 hours. Transfer time 0.5 s. 
Integrated LED in socket as indication
for charging.

Reference

Vacuum plug
1 pair, for removing the glass cover.

Reference
Vacuum plug

Technical information Fidesca SD Accessories Fidesca SD

Geometrical arrangements
Elongated Fidesca clean room lumi-
naires of the SD series can be installed
by means of stable mounting frames 
as non-interrupted continuous lines or
rectangular and/or square configurati-
ons in gypsum plaster ceilings. Simple
configuration including parts list with
the software tool “TX-WIN Cleanroom”
on the included CD. 
Download at www.trilux.eu. 

TOC
Fidesca ZWS 1200 29 294 00
Fidesca ZWS 1500 29 293 00

TOC
545/E14 12 031 00

TOC
545/2G7 EB2 14 980 00

TOC
29 305 00
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TRILUX Fidesca Basic

For clean rooms with basic requirements.

The TRILUX Fidesca Basic is perfectly suited for work areas subject to hygienic requirements 

and occurrence of moisture – also for the periphery of clean room zones, e.g. OT-adjacent areas or 

wake-up zones in hospitals. 

The advantages at a glance: high resistance to ageing and UV, high ingress protection – or in short: 

maximum satisfaction.
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C0-C180

C0-C180

C0-C180

T8

Weather-proof recessed luminaires with prismatic PLEXIGLAS diffuser

Reference Control gear options Lamps Module Recess opening 

Recommended areas

Damp or corrosive environments, and covered exterior areas.

Universal luminaire system for ceilings with concealed or 

exposed grids and for ceilings with cut-out recess openings.

Optical system

PLEXIGLAS diffuser with photometrically designed prisms to 

direct the light primarily onto the working plane, particularly

stable, diffuser fits flush in the luminaire body. Safe retention 

of the diffuser by means of internal spring clips. A tool for easy

removal of the diffuser is supplied with each luminaire.
...S... With highly-specular, anodised reflector.

Luminaire body

Fully galvanised sheet steel, powder-coated in white, with 

4 swivel brackets for luminaire fixing. Durable sealing of 

ceiling void against dust and moisture thanks to surrounding 

foamed polyurethane seal.

Control gear options
...E With electronic control gear.

654d IP54a 0,5 Joule, 650 °C   

TOC 
···E W mm mm kg

Fidesca-BS 300 P 236··· 52 940··· ···04 2 x 36 300 1176 x 278 5,7
Fidesca-BS 300 PS 136··· 52 941··· ···04 1 x 36 300 1176 x 278 5,9
Fidesca-BS 600 P 318··· 52 942··· ···04 3 x 18 600 578 x 578 5,7

Fidesca-BS 312 P 236··· 52 937··· ···04 2 x 36 312,5 1226 x 291 6,2
Fidesca-BS 312 PS 136··· 52 938··· ···04 1 x 36 312,5 1226 x 291 6,4
Fidesca-BS 625 P 318··· 52 939··· ···04 3 x 18 625 603 x 603 6,2

Fidesca-BS 300 P 236
UTE: 0,66 D
DIN 5040: A40
CIBSE: BZ 2/.75/BZ 3
NBN L 14-002:
BZ 3/1.5/BZ 4

Fidesca-BS 312 PS 136
UTE: 0,73 D
DIN 5040: A50
CIBSE: BZ 2/1.25/BZ 3
NBN L 14-002: BZ 3

Fidesca-BS 600 P 318
UTE: 0,67 D + 0,03 T
DIN 5040: A40
CIBSE: BZ 3/1.5/BZ 4
NBN L 14-002: BZ 4
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C0-C180

654d IP54a 0,5 Joule, 650 °C   

C0-C180

T8
TC

Reference Control gear options Lamps Module Recess opening 

Recessed clean-room luminaires with translucent PLEXIGLAS diffuser

Recommended areas

Damp or corrosive environments, covered exterior areas 

and clean rooms with increased hygienic requirements. 

Universal luminaire system for ceilings with concealed or 

exposed grids and for ceilings with cut-out recess openings.

Optical system

Translucent PLEXIGLAS diffuser, allowing light transmission 

of more than 80%. Easy-to-clean smooth exterior surface,

particularly stable. Diffuser fits flush in the luminaire body. 

Safe retention of the diffuser by means of internal spring clips.

A tool for easy removal of the diffuser is supplied with each 

luminaire.

Luminaire body

Fully galvanised sheet steel, powder-coated in white, with 

4 swivel brackets for luminaire fixing. Durable sealing of 

ceiling void against dust and moisture thanks to surrounding 

foamed polyurethane seal.

Control gear options
...E With electronic control gear.

Fidesca-BS 312 T 236
UTE: 0,68 E
DIN 5040: A40
CIBSE: BZ 3/.75/BZ 4
NBN L 14-002: BZ 4

Fidesca-BS 625 T 318
UTE: 0,70 E
DIN 5040: A40
CIBSE: BZ 4
NBN L 14-002: BZ 4

TOC 
...E W mm mm kg

Fidesca-BS 300 T 236··· 52 935··· ···04 2 x 36 300 1176 x 278 5,7
Fidesca-BS 600 T 318··· 52 936··· ···04 3 x 18 600 578 x 578 5,8

Fidesca-BS 312 T 236··· 52 932··· ···04 2 x 36 312,5 1226 x 291 6,2
Fidesca-BS 625 T 318··· 52 933··· ···04 3 x 18 625 603 x 603 6,2
Fidesca-BS 625 T 3TCL36··· 52 934··· ···04 3 x TC-L36 625 603 x 603 6,5
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Sealing towards the ceiling void
Weather-proof recessed luminaires 
with flush-fitted cover and sealing 
towards the ceiling void are intended 
for use in areas with higher air-purity
requirements.

Fidesca-BS luminaires are fastened
using 4 integrated swivel brackets, 
observing the degree of protection.

Exposed grids
Fidesca-BS luminaires are supported on
the grids by means of swivel brackets. 
The underside of the luminaires covers
approx. half of the width of the grid 
profile.

Concealed grids
Luminaires are mounted in same 
manner as in ceilings with exposed
grids. The luminaires and the 
surrounding ceiling tiles cover the 
grids towards the room.

Ceilings with cut-out openings
The luminaires are supported on the
grids of the ceiling tiles by means 
of swivel brackets. The surrounding 
luminaire rim covers the saw cut.

Fixing accessories
For installation in metal case ceilings. 
1 set (2 pieces) angle brackets, fully 
galvanised.

Reference

Metal case ceilings
Angle sections based on the dimensions
of elongated luminaires ensure the safe
retention of TRILUX Fidesca-BS series
luminaires in those ceilings where the
clamping profiles of metal cases are
parallel to the luminaire front planes.

Emergency light socket 545/E14
Plug-in socket for safety lighting 
with Fidesca-BS…PS luminaires in 
continuous and stand-by operation,
consisting of a colour-coded E14 socket
for tubular incandescent lamps or 
compact fluorescent lamps with 
integrated electronic control gear.
Lamp rating max. 25 W, 
lamp diameter max. 30 mm. 

Including stainless steel clamps for
attachment to louvre lateral reflectors,
2-pole connection terminal for cable or
wiring of up to 2.5 mm2 on selfadhesive
clamp support and connection wiring
with plug-in coupling.

Emergency light socket 676/1
Emergency light socket E14 for all other
Fidesca-BS luminaires (not shown)

Reference

Technical information Fidesca BS Accessories Fidesca BS

TOC
545/E14 12 031 00
676/1 12 381 00

TOC
Fidesca ZWS 1200 29 294 00
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TRILUX GmbH & Co. KG
Heidestraße · D-59759 Arnsberg
Postfach 19 60 · D-59753 Arnsberg
Tel. +49 (0) 2932.301-0
Fax +49 (0) 2932.301-375
info@trilux.de · www.trilux.de

TRILUX LlGHTING LlMITED
TRILUX HOUSE, Winsford Way
Boreham Interchange
Chelmsford, Essex
CM2 5PD 
Tel. +44 (0) 1245.463463
Fax +44 (0) 1245.462646
sales@trilux.co.uk · www.trilux.co.uk

All technical data including details 
of weight and dimensions have been
compiled with all due care. Errors 
excepted. Slight differences in colour
are possible and due to printing 
technology. We reserve the right to
make alterations in the interest of 
improving our products.

The luminaire photos included 
herein may show in part accessories
that have to be ordered separately.
Photos of buildings may show 
luminaires with optional equipment
configurations.
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